The Central Library has a large collection of comics, graphic novels, manga, anime, and related movies. The materials listed below are just a small selection of these items, most of which are also available at one or more of the 35 branch libraries.

**Catalog**
You can locate books and other items by searching the library catalog (www.sandiegolibrary.org) on your home computer or a library computer. Here are a few subject headings that you can search for to find additional relevant materials:
- cartoons and comics
- comic books, strips, etc.
- graphic novels

To locate materials by a specific author, use the last name followed by the first name (for example, *Eisner, Will*) and select “author” from the drop-down list. To limit your search to a specific type of item, such as DVD, click on the Advanced Catalog Search link and then select from the Type drop-down list.

**Books**

**Comics Collections:**
  GN 741.5973/BATMAN

  GN 741.5973/SCHULZ

  GN 741.5973/PASTIS

  GN 741.5973/SEGAR

  GN 741.5973/KETCHAM

  GN YA 741.5973/KIRBY

  GN 741.5973/HERRIMAN

  GN 741.5973/EISNER

**Graphic Novels:**
  GN FIC/TALBOT

  GN FIC/CAMPBELL

  GN FIC/MOORE

  GN YA FIC/MILLER

  GN FIC/GAIMAN

  GN B/BECHDEL

  GN YA FIC/WILLINGHAM

  GN FIC/DIGGLE

  GN 364.154/GEARY
RESOURCES
A sampling of the materials available at the Central Library related to comics, graphic novels, manga, and anime

The Merchant of Death [Pendragon series] (2008) by
D. J. MacHale. GN YA FIC/MACHALE

GN 741.5973/Y

Manga:
GN FIC/TEZUKA

GN YA FIC/SAKURA

Hiroki Endo. GN FIC/ENDO

The Mammoth Book of Best New Manga (2006) edited
by Ilya. GN 808.831/MAMMOTH

Naoki Urasawa. GN FIC/URASAWA

GN YA FIC/KISHIMOTO

Koike. GN FIC/KOIKE

GN YA FIC/NAKAMURA

History, Guides, and General Nonfiction:
Cinema Anime: Critical Engagements with Japanese
791.4334/CINEMA

Comickers Art: Tools and Techniques for Drawing
Amazing Manga (2008). 741.51/COMICKERS

Drawing Words and Writing Pictures: Making Comics:
Manga, Graphic Novels, and Beyond (2008) by Jessica
Abel & Matt Madden. 741.51/ABEL

The Essential Batman Encyclopedia (2008) by Robert
Greenberger. 741.5973/GREENBERGER

Kirby: King of Comics (2008) by Mark Evanier.
B/KIRBY

Making Comics: Storytelling Secrets of Comics, Manga
741.5/MCCLOUD

Manga for the Beginner: Everything You Need to Know
to Get Started Right Away! (2008) by Christopher Hart.
741.51/HART

Marvel Chronicle: A Year by Year History (2008).
741.5973/MARVEL

DVDs
Anime:
Paprika (2007). DVD 791.433/PAPRIKA

DVD JPN 791.433/TIME,
DVD JPN 791.433/PATLABOR,
DVD JPN 791.4572/PATLABOR

DVD JPN 791.4572/PRINCESS

DVD 791.4572/RANMA

Adaptations of Comics:
Batman (2005). DVD 791.4372/BATMAN

Constantine (2005). DVD 791.4372/CONSTANTINE

Ghost Rider (2007). DVD 791.4372/GHOST

791.4372/HELLBOY


Spider-Man 3 (2007). DVD 791.4372/SPIDER

DVD 791.433/SUPERMAN